
 
 
 

 
Out With The Old, In With The New!

 

The Historic Matthews Reid House has delighted visitors for years and will continue to do 
so with "Apollo" Flow Controls products!
 

Built in 1890 by Edward Solomon Reid, this historical treasure is one of the few remaining 
Victorian houses in the area. In the "backyard" of "Apollo's" corporate headquarters, a 
special opportunity presented itself for the organization to help. A 1" 4ALF 
Reduced Pressure Principle assembly and Tectite by "Apollo" fittings replaced a 
cracked competitors' device. Thanks to the expertise of our top
installation and testing was executed flawlessly.
  

Taking inspiration from the Reid
to help "preserve the past for the future."

The Reid House 

Patrick Duncan and Julie Howell running some tests!

 

Out With The Old, In With The New! 
The Historic Matthews Reid House has delighted visitors for years and will continue to do 
so with "Apollo" Flow Controls products!   
Built in 1890 by Edward Solomon Reid, this historical treasure is one of the few remaining 
Victorian houses in the area. In the "backyard" of "Apollo's" corporate headquarters, a 
special opportunity presented itself for the organization to help. A 1" 4ALF 
Reduced Pressure Principle assembly and Tectite by "Apollo" fittings replaced a 
cracked competitors' device. Thanks to the expertise of our top-notch engineers, the 
installation and testing was executed flawlessly. 
Taking inspiration from the Reid House and our own company history, "Apollo" is proud 
to help "preserve the past for the future."  

 

 

New products put in by "Apollo"
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